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To copy otherwise, or to republish, raquires a fee and/or specific permission. Nelen,Germany. Network latency The network latency 1 is the greatest time necessary for the head of a message to travel between two arbitrary nodes in a congestion free (i.e. unloaded) network. 
Contrasting the two communication models
While the connection based model and the message passing model both offer arbitrary connectivity to the application, the two models can be distinguished by the following three characteristics: In message passing, the data must be blocked to pay for the significant overhead required to send and receive messages. 
Reconfiguring the logical channels
The reassignment of logical channels requires both software intervention and mutual assertions/assurances between neighbors. It is essential that two non-adjacent cells do not attempt to create a new pathway through a common neighbor using the same logical channel on that neighbor. iWarp's standard mechanism of setting up and tearing down pathways is by sending control words that are "tagged" with extra state bits. The network access rate actually depends on the way an application uses the connections. Our performance models fail to account for two hardware parameters: the per-hop forwarding latency in the physical network, and the slowdown due to shared physical links.
In our experiments with large applications, we observed that neither were significant since we had a fast machine with only 64 cells, and computation was overlapped with communication. As messages cross a predetermined "dateline" on the torus, they switch to using logical channels from pool 1. This breaks the cyclic dependency and prevents routing deadlocks.
Hardware flow control is provided at each cell along a pathway.
If a receiver fails to promptly remove its incoming messages from the pathway, the body of a message can back up in the channel buffers and block traffic between unrelated processors. This is just a form of congestion since, as long as progress can be made on one receiver no deadlock occurs. A few programming precautions are all that is needed to prevent deadlocks. This built-in hardware flow control, combined with the intrinsically reliable network, obviate the need to send acknowledgments for received messages.
In our current implementation we use sender-bufiered messages as away to decouple sending from receiving. The receiver actively receives and processes messages in the foreground; the transmitter sends them as a background task. This technique of decoupling, buffering and copying is distinct from the methods previously described in the literature, where buffering is usually done on the receiver side. Other approaches include a door-to-door message passing, as pointed out in the early iWarp architecture papers [BCC+ 88] , and active messages [ECGS92] where data from the network is received immediately by a user written interrupt handler.
On the current iWarp systemtbe overhead for sending and receiving messages is relatively high prohibitively so for short messages.
This limits the effectiveness of randomization to balance the congestion but simplifies message handling at the receiver because all messages transferred between two nodes arrive in order. 
The communication compiler
In this section we examine the interaction of the algorithmic problems of routing and scheduling with the architecture. 
4.4.1
The automatic partitioned and renter
The input to the phase partitioned and router (APR) is the set of connections needed within a task. This set of connections should be embedded onto the iWarp communication network with a minimal number of phases without exceeding the number of logical channels available. In some cases, ordering constraints between connections need to be satisfied as well.
The iWarp communication network is modeled as a graph: each processor is represented by a node in the graph having a capacity equal to the number of logical channels available on the processor.
Each physical link in the machine corresponds to an edge in the graph. Embedding a connection onto the iWarp thus means finding a route (path) in this graph while ensuring that the number of routes which pass through anode is less than or equal to the node's capacity.
This is an important change from traditional measures used when choosing a set of routing paths: the maximum congestion of a set of routing paths is of far greater importance than its maximum dilation. after ripup the connections are rerouted one by one. In this manner it is often possible to find a route for a previously unroutable connection.
In the compiler this scheme is generalized to multiple phases by modeling each phase with a copy of the graph, searching for a shortest path in all copies of the graph, and then selecting the shortest one which obeys the partial ordering constraints. Our current version of APR is tailored to finite element applications (which have no ordering constraints) but it can easily be extended to handle ordering constmints as well.
The scheduler
The input to the automatic scheduler (AS) is a set of processor to processor connections for one phase, together with the amount of data to be communicated over each connection, and optionally, a set of ordering constraints. The automatic communication scheduler assumes a specific machine model which defines the way a program can use a set of arbitrary connections (i.e. usable bandwidti per connection, number of connections to be used simultaneously, the amount of data to be transferred, and optional ordering constraints).
Since we observe in our application that the amount of data differs significantly from connection to connection (by factors of up to 200 in FEM patterns), it is not appropriate to solve the scheduling problem by graph coloring (e.g. [Viz64] ). Rather, we use a greedy heuristic to fill in a global timetable.
In the algorithm given below the value of MIN.TIME is a lower bound on the time needed to execute the schedule on each processor, The message passing system also used 12 logical channels for communication, divided into 3 reservation pools. 4 additional logical channels were used to compensate for the lack of a "channel free" interrupt in the processor Communication performance is highly dependent on how the data is sent, how it is received, and how it gets merged into the computation. iWarp offers a variety of data transfer modes with different set-up times, peak transfer rates and processor utilizations:
streaming -Data is transferred to or from memory on a word-by- The experiments were carried out on an commercially available parallel system rather than on a communication archhecture simulator. As such, we had to deal with a number of difficulties arising from the compiler and the run-time system supplied with iWarp.
Our results, therefore, have some caveats and should be perceived as first evidence for the performance of ConSet rather than as a final proof. In message passing, the large overheads are mainly due to a cumbersome event dispatch mechanism in the iWarp run-time system, By rewriting some system sotlware and utilizing a few 
Basic communication patterns
We created test programs to exercise each basic communication pattern using both the ConSet and message passing models, and ran them with data sizes of 32,256, 2K, and 16K words. In ConSet, data is transferred by "streaming" because of its low startup overhead. Message passing used "spooling" at both ends to free up the processor as much as possible for protocol processing.
5.1.1
The torus communication pattern receives data that is stored in sparse matrix data structures. The send and receive primitives in ConSet (one floating-point number at the time) allow us to use a systolic transfer mode to gather the data from an indexed vector structure in the send operation, and to do a scatter and sum operation at the receiver. IO the message passing code the data is copied to a buffer before sending rather than transferred directly. The receiver ends of both implementations are identical.
Analyzing the present code in the send and receive loops, we recalculated the usable access bandwidth (~) to be (~) in the model,
The network access rate is no longer at peak speed which results in link congestion of up to three becoming invisible. Therefore, the performance models are fairly accurate for the communication patterns of all four finite element meshes. The gap between the two models closes as the problem size increases, but given the computation and memory requirements of the finite element solver, we do not expect that much larger problem sizes will be viable for cument parallel computers.
The data transfers occuring within real applications often include gathering and scattering the values from sparse matrix data stmctures. Our measured bandwidth for the sparse matrix vector multiply is nowhire near the bandwidth achieved in the basic communication patterns. We attribute this to the indirection needed to access the packed sparse data structure. While the sustained bandwidth is only a fraction of the peak attainable bandwidth, iWarp's fast communication network ameliorates the effects of congestion and latency.
Furthermore, it allows us to overlap the address computation with the data communication.
Conclusion
We proposed ConSet, a flexible model for connection-based communication on distributed memory parallel machines, motivated by our experiences with an iterative finite element solver. We successfully implemented ConSet on the iWarp parallel computer using the mechanism of a communication context switch. This mechanism allows us to extend the number of connections available to an application. We believe that our model and its implementation contributes evidence that "reconfigurable networks" could exist today although our model is limited in that it does not provide bus based broadcasts.
In an experimental comparison we observed that the connectionbased communication may offer a performance advantage over roessage px.sin~on a system with support for both styles. We showed the benefit of globally optimizing communication patterns at compile time rather than making the routing decisions at run-time in the interconnect network itself. The mechanism of a communication context switch suggests that it might be simpler and faster to swap a whole set of connections by loading the state of the communication hardware than it would be to establish them on a per connection basis. Limiting factors to our implementation on the iWarp included the lack of a fast giobaJ synchronization mechanism and the difficulty of programming communication state. This is not surprising since we used the communication agent of the iWarp machine in an unforeseen way.
We acknowledge that message passing provides a simpler programming paradigm and offers more flexibility than long lived connections. Still, we think that architect of future parallel machines should consider supporting connections by providing logical channels, fine-grain communication access, and an atomic mechanism for fast connection reconfiguration to increase application performance.
